
Elnaz Serraf is a serial entrepreneur with over 15 years of experience in 
technology, business, sales, and marketing. Currently, Elnaz is the CEO 
and Founder of ROYBI, an investor-backed EdTech company focusing 
on early childhood education, artificial intelligence (AI), and robotics.

What was the best business advice you received while launching your 
EdTech Startup? What things did you do early on that you would do 
differently today?
Building a business in the education category is tough; stay strong! Whatever 
we did in the past has brought us to the point where we are today, even if it 
wasn’t the best decision. I would not do things differently because those 
experiences shaped our success or even learning opportunities.

What inspired you to start your EdTech startup?
Our education system needs a fundamental change, starting with early 
childhood education. Every child has his or her own unique set of skills, and 
our focus needs to be on their individual capabilities. We decided to use 
technology to bring about change to help children, parents, and teachers. We 
developed Roybi Robot to interact with children as young as three years old, 
because early childhood is the most critical age in a child’s growth and future 
success. 

What was the biggest challenge you encountered, and how did you 
mitigate the risks?
To get to this stage, I experienced many challenges. I overcame these 
obstacles with my determination to never stop and continue to move 
forward with my goals and vision, no matter the hardship. As long as you 
have this mindset, doors will open for you in ways that you could not even 
imagine. 

What was the best resource you discovered that enabled your success?
My network. Every time there was a problem, I immediately reached out to 
someone in my network, and even if they were not able to help, they 
connected me to others. I learned that it is ok to ask questions and ask for 
help. There are a lot of people out there who are willing to help and see you 
succeed. Then, in return, you will give back to the other by providing 
mentorship to other founders. 

What advice do you want to share with today’s EdTech startups?
The education system is a traditional space that has been missing so much 
opportunity. It is a challenging category but has a tremendous opportunity 
for change. If you don't see the impact of your work immediately or don't get 
enough support, especially from funders, don't get discouraged. It takes time 
for change to come, but it surely will. Continue working on your product or 
services and know that your contribution will open many more opportunities. 

Founder’s Corner

About Roybi 
ROYBI Inc. created ROYBI Robot, an 
interactive language-learning tutor 
for children age three and older, 
which uses AI to deliver a 
personalized learning experience. In 
2019, ROYBI Robot was featured as 
one of Time magazine’s 100 best 
inventions, and the company was 
named one of CNBC’s 100 most 
promising startups to watch.
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